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CHAPTER I 
'l'HE PROBLEM AlW DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
For many retired persons; estimated today as being 
1 
almost 18 million individuals, nothing is quite as diffi-
cult nor as important as having a feeling that they belong 
in their communities, and that they contribute to its sense 
of wel l-being . Today's senior citizen may be pictured as 
being a disillusioned person suddenly being thrust into a 
period of inactivity. A situation of inactivity prompts 
unfavorable reactions from many normal persons. Inertia, 
boredom, and tentative withdra-w! can qu~.~kly lead to 
isolation, and isolation deprives human beings emotionally, 
2 
spiritually, and socially. 
I. THE PROBLEM 
Statem~nt of the problem. The purpose of this study 
is to give a historical account of the San Frcncisco Council 
of Churches Ser~or Citizen Projects. ~so, the following 
will be discussed: wny is research being conducted in the 
area of senior citizens? ¥mat are the problems of the senior 
1The Older Americ~ (President's Council on Aging . 
Washington: ·Government Printing Office, 1961), p. 1. 
2Ibid., p. 29 . 
-
2 
citizen? v~at is this Agency doing for the senior citizens 
in San Francisco? 
II • DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
Group ~·lork. Group vlork is a method o.£ social work 
concerned 'ATith helping groups or communities of people to 
advance thelr individual a11d collective needs and interests. 
The use a£ this method in a community is employed by the 
group '\OlOrker as he 'lflorks "lt..ri th individuals in a group setting 
to reach the goal of individual growth within the g roup. 
The primary focu~s in group work is on the devel opment of' the 
individual through the group experience and on the relati on-
ship between the members of the group. 3 
Re1;erral. The process of referral is one in which 
the group \'lorke.r relates an individual or group to another 
group or agency which renders specialized services which 
benefit the individual or group. The referral process may 
originate in two manners. Usually, it begins with the initi-
at ion of the worker whose experience with the g roup member 
or group itself indicates the need for specialized assistance. 
It may occur in response to another individual or agency who 
3 . 
Marx Bowens, Russell 
~Work in Community Life 
19-54} ; pp. 3-4 .. 
Hogrefe, and Clyde Murry, 
(N~J York: Association Press, 
4 
asks for assistance. 
3 
Senior Ci t .izen. In our society the senior citizen is 
defined in many different manners. Social Security, Old Age 
Assistance, Local and State Governments, Retirement systems 
and cities, and other organizations each has its own defin-
ition of the senior citizen. For the purposes of this paper, 
the senior ci tiz'en shall be considered as being anyone who is 
retired or semi-retired, over 50 years of age., inactive; and 
isolated or semi-isolated. 
Gerontology. "Gerontal gy is the scl.entt:E . . c s tudy of 
the phenomena of aging .~. (Gerontology} is concerned not 
only with changes in structure and function in individuals 
~;ith the passage of time, but also t-J.ith their reactions to 
5 
one another and to their environment ••• " 
4 Helen u. Phillips, Essent.ials of Social ..§_~Work 
Skill (New York: Association Press, 1957 }, pp. 84~ 
5Nathan w. Shock (ed.), Trends in Gerontology 
(second edition~ Stanfo::::-d: Stanf _,rd University Press, 
1957)., P.· 1. 
CHAPTER II 
THE SENIOR CITIZEN I N OUR SOCIETY 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Probably no other group in America has been more 
thoroughly studied during the last ten years than the aging. 
The study of aging was not prompted by idle curiosity, but 
rather, out of a recognition that the United States was 
developing a sizable population of older people, that they 
had unique problems and interests, and that very little was 
really known about them as a group. Each year the percent -
age of elder citizens in our comn1unities increases.l 
If a composite picture were to be painted of the 
typical senior citizen in .America, it would include the 
follow·ing: 2 He is probably over 52 years old, usually does 
not have an adequate income, unlikely that he is errq;>loyed, 
may h ave a high school education but probably does not, and 
woul d like to have more to do but the opportunities do not 
exist. Certainly, all seniors are individuals, yet they do 
have common characteristics. These are as follows: chronol-
ogical years on earth, attitudes of society about getting old 
1 See Figure 1 - page 8 . 
2The Older American , loc. cit. 
and being old, and personal concepts and ideas of their 
relationship with aging. 
Financial assistance, research, creative ideas, and 
5 
devotion have been poured into keeping more people alive for 
a longer amount of time . The successes that these efforts 
have achieved may be measured concretely b y the steady in-
crease in numbers of persons living longer, as well as the 
increasing percentage of older persons in the population. 
The May edition of Recreation, the org an of the 
Nat ional Recreation .Association, listed ten basic concepts 
of .Aging. 
1. Aging is uni versa! 
2.. Aging is normal 
3. Aging is variable 
4. Dying is normal and inevitable 
s. Aging and illness are not necessarily coincidental 
6. Older people represent three generations 
7. Older people can and do learn 
8 . Older people can and do change 
9. Older people want to remain self-directing 
10. O·lder people are vital human beings 
Our society measures status and usefulness by pro-
ductivity, responsibility, and earning power. Status and a 
sense of self-worth deflate markedly when there is no longer 
a job to indicate the degree of productivity and t he measure 
of responsibility, and when there is no longer a pay check 
regularly coming into the home as one's value to the outside 
world. Many persons, unfortunately, have had to work all of 
their lives with little or no time for recreational and 
6 
educational. pursuits. For many older persons, the transition 
in retirement is made especially hard because of lack of 
skills and negative attitudes about avocational pursuits. 
II. PERCENTAGE OF SENIOR CITI~ENS IN OUR POPULATION 
Throughout all time, population has g rom1 at a steady 
rate. At the present~. the population of the United States , 
which h as been increasing , shows an even greater rate of 
growth for the age group 65 and over. Between the years 
1900 and - 1950 the population of the United States doubled , 
but the nuniber of people 65 years and over quadrupled . If 
this rate of population growth continues. the United States 
population in 1975 will include 20 .7 million p ersons over 
3 
65 years of age. More and more persons live to increasingly 
4 
older ages as is illustrated by Figure 1 This is not just 
a fact typical of the United States , but rather, is found to 
exist world- \'llide . This fact is found ae a. relationshi p to 
t he cultural level, economy, public health, and infa~tile 
deat h rates of the count r ies throughout the world . These 
} 
coupl ed wi th the birt h rate plays the major role in determin-
ing the proportion of p~rsons 65 and over in a nation's 
5 
p opulation tabulations. Of major importance is the ever 
3 
Shock, .2E.• cit., P • 6 . 
4 
See Figure 1 page 8 
5 
Shock, op. cit . , p. 5 . 
7 
rising average death age in the United States from 35 years 
6 
in 1879 to 79.4 in 1961. From Figure 2 one can see a ratio 
of the life expectancy of females to males . This ratio casts 
important implications for housing, community programs, 
agency programs, church programs, and retirement plans. 
Advancements in medical research have resulted in increases 
in life expectancy of persons in the older age groups . 
Even within the United States, there are regional 
differences in the distribution of older persons. This has 
implications for the local and state governments as well as 
the Federal government. The percent age of population of 
those aged 65 and over listed by states in 1961 may be seen 
in Table I on page 1 0.. An analysis of migration among the 
aged has shovm that the mobility of the aged is increasing 
and that they tend to move toward areas of mild climate. 
This is ;illustrated in Table II on page 11. One may see 
the mobility patterns by comparing the two Charts. 
The proportion of the elder citizen in our society 
will continue to grow at an increasing rate. The reper-
cussions of these percentages are now being felt by the 
Federal, State, and Local Governments, the Church, and 
private, interested citizens. 
6 
see Figure 2, page 9. 
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TABLE I 
TABLE OF POPULATION 
AGED 65 AND OVER IN THE Ul'tiTED STATES, 1961 
States 
.Alabama 
Alaska 
Arizona 
Arkansas 
California 
Colorado 
Connecticut 
Delat"lare 
Dist. of Columbia 
Florida 
Georgia 
Hav1aii 
Idaho 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Iowa 
Kansas 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Maine 
Maryland 
MasSiacilusetts 
Michigan 
Minnesota 
Mississippi 
Missouri 
Percent 
8 .1 
2.4 
6.8 
11.0 
8.7 
8.8 
9.7 
8 . 0 
9 .3 
11. 4 
7. 4 
4 .7 
8 .7 
9.9 
9.6 
12.0 
11.1 
9.7 
7.6 
11.0 
7.4 
11 .. 3 
8.3 
10.5 
8.7 
11.8 
States 
Montana 
Nebraska 
Nevada 
New Hampshire 
New Jersey 
New Mexico 
Ne~T York 
North Carolina 
North Dakota 
Ohio 
Oklahoma 
Oregon 
Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 
South Carolina 
South Dakota 
Tennessee 
Texas 
Utah 
Vermont 
Virginia 
Washington 
West Virginia 
Wisconsin 
Wyoming 
United States Aver. 
Source: United States Bureau of the Census, 1961 
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Percent 
9 .. 4 
11.4 
6.0 
11.2 
9 .. 4 
5.5 
10.1 
6.9 
9.3 
9.2 
10.6 
10.3 
10.1 
1 0 .6 
6 .. 5 
10.4 
!3".8 
7. 9 
6.6 
11.3 
7.3 
9 .. 7 
9 . 7 
10 . 2 
7.6 
9.3 
TABLE II 
ESTIMATED PERCENT OF NUMBER OF PERSONS 
AGED 6 5 AND OVER I N THE UNITED STATES, 1970 
States 
Alabama 
Alaska 
Arizona 
Arkansas 
California 
Colorado 
Connecticut 
Delav1are 
Dist. of Columbia 
Florida 
Georgia 
Ha\rvaii 
I d aho 
Illinois 
Indiana 
IO\'la 
Kansas 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Maine 
Maryland 
Massachusetts 
Michigan 
Minnesota 
Mississippi 
Missouri 
Percent 
8 .9 
2. 4 
7.2 
13.2 
8 . 0 
8 .3 
9 .. 3 
7. 0 
9 .2 
12. 8 
7.7 
4 .7 
9 .3 
9 .7 
8 . 9 
12.3 
1 0 . 8 
1 0 .. 4 
7. 5 
1 0 . 5 
7.0 
11.0 
8 . 4 
10 .8 
9 .7 
11.8 
States 
Montana 
Nebras1ta 
Nevada 
New Hampshire 
New Jersey 
New Mexico 
New York 
North Carolina 
North Dakota 
Ohio 
Oklahoma 
Oregon 
Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 
South Carolina 
south Dakota 
Tennessee 
Texas 
Utah 
Vermont 
Virginia 
Washington 
West Virginia 
Wisconsin 
wxoming 
United States Aver. 
11 
Percent 
9.9 
12. 5 
5 .0 
1 0 .3 
9 . 4 
5 . 5 
1 0 .6 
7 . 6 
1 0 .1 
8 . 6 
11., 8 
11. 0 
10. 6 
10 . 8 
6. 6 
11.9 
9 . 4 
8 .2 
6.7 
10 . 8 
7.3 
9 .6 
10.7 
10 . 4 
8 . 8 
9.4 
Source: Data for 1960 from the regular dicennial eensus. 
Projections for 1970, adapted from Financing 
Education in the 1960 's, Special ProJect on School 
Finance, Research Division, National Education 
Association. 
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III. LEISURE AND NEEDS OF SENIOR CITIZENS 
There is a basic human need for creative and recrea-
tional activity which is universal for the senior citizen 
as it is for persons of all ages. Recently, the trend has 
been for trained persons to create areas in which these 
basic needs may be met - thereby giving the senior a feel-
ing of satisfaction. 
Through the Group Work Process one is able to counter 
the false impressions that individuals have of themselves 
as they near "old age" • They find that they are not .. too 
old to learn" or that n skill vanishes with age". Secondly, 
the group \'lOrk process may be enployed to aid the individual 
adjust to the fact that he must slow down. Group life is 
very effective therapy in this regard. Group life provides 
the opportunity to discover latent potentials. In a11 atmos-
phere of encouragement and guidance the reward of contagious 
interest builds confidence. The group work process provides 
opportunities for new ~~erience and new contacts with persons 
of one's own age group and with persons of all ages. Through 
this type of experience the older person finds himself isolated 
no longer. 
Leisure time for the Senior Citizen includes almost 
all of his time . Specific use of this time is as varied and 
different as individuals vary. The Institute of Gerontology 
13 
of the State University of Iowa listed the following as be-
ing needs of Senior Citizens in relation to leisure time 
7 programs. 
1. Need to render some socially useful service 
2. Need to be considered a part of the community 
3. Need to occupy their increased leisure time in 
satisfying ways 
4 . Need to enjoy normal companionships 
5 . Need for recognition as an individual 
6 . Need for opportunity for self expression and 
a sense of achievement 
7. Need for health protection and care 
8 . Need for suitable mental stimulation 
9. Need for suitable living arrangement s and 
family relationships 
10. Need for spiritual satisfaction 
The solution of these needs is the responsibility of 
the individual senior citizen himself - guided by individ-
uals, the community, state, or federal governments. They 
provide the opportunity, and it is up to the senior himself 
to participate in the programs offered for without the 
senior's cooperation nothing can be accomplished. The 
leader must "reach out" so that the senior cannot fail. 
IV. ACTIVITIES FOR THE SENIOR 
The range of possibilities for activities is so large 
that almost all persons are able to find areas of participa-
tion which are satisfying to contribute to their own sense 
of well being. 
Clark Tibbitts {ed.), Handbook of Social Gerontology, 
{Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1960), p. 409. 
14 
The area of Arts and Crafts encompasses an almost 
unlimited range of creative activity and includes the follow-
ing program areas: literary, artist ic, and musical expres-
sion, metal'\>mrk, carpentry, carving, lapidary, whittling, 
weaving, rugmaking, needlecrafts, and se"1ing projects . 
The area of Physical Activity offers satisfactory 
outlets for older persons • but strenuous activity should 
be •. ,.atched with a trained, competent medical eye. Types of 
physical activities include the follo'V;ing: softb;;1ll and 
volleyball, folk and square dancing, camping, fishing , pic-
nickt.ng, board games, lawn games , g ardening , and travel. 
It must be remembered that wh at is "recreation" to one per-
son may be 11 Work" to another . 'l'he prog ram must be directed 
tot>:a1:.·C. ami for the individual. 
Recently , interest has grown in Adult Education and 
a general cultural outlook has been evidenced . Educational 
visits, trips, tours, and exhibits may be found as activi·ties 
for pu..'blic recreation senior citiz en clubs, or by individuals . 
Participation in Community Services and volw1teer 
work vd th Agencies in leadership roles have been used to 
great advantage because the Senior has, on t he whole, a vast 
amount of free time at his disposal, energy, aoility, and 
mature judgment. In volunteer agency work, it must be taken 
under consideration that the average Senior Citizen operates 
on a limited budget# and the agency or sponsoring group 
-- -- . -- -..... 
15 
should provide items such as tr&~sportation costs, and pro-
gram expenses.. This is a s mall cost for such a large and 
worthwhile ~enefit . 
The activities in which the Senior Citizen may par• 
t.icipate may be cont:t:clled by the community, club, pe.t·sonal 
family , or by the individual himself. There are facilities 
and guidance with the easy reach of every senior citizen. 
From a report to the National Council on the Aging, a proj~ 
ect under a grant from the Fr ederick and Amelia Schimper 
Foundation. in New York City in 1962 was presented by the 
project director, Miss Jean M. Maxwell. The illustration 
which follows shows benefits and solution directions which 
the individual members may follow to meet some of their 
basic needs. 
i'1eCJ/s 
8 
Ibid . 
FIGURE 3 
8 TI!E SENIOR CITIZEN CENTER 
16 
flea It h. 
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V. 'VffiAT HAS BEEN l>ONE 
The First National Conference on Aging was held in 
Washington, D. c., in Au~~st of 1950. This was the first 
time that national attention was pointed toward Aging as a 
con~nity problem. The 818 participants covered the entire 
field of Gerontology from population changes to training of 
9 professional personnel. The research had been done pre-
viously in several cities, yet this was the first of this 
type of national meeting to meet for this area of discussion. 
State Committees on Aging t.•1ere organized as advisory 
councils composed of state legislators, administrative 
officials, and privately interested citizens. The primary 
function of these committees was to sponsor means for organ-
ization and coordination of current activities in the field 
and to provide stimulation for the undertaking of new ideas 
and approaChes in progress. 
In 1956, President Eisenho\'.rer established the Federal 
Council on Aging . Its function was to review existing 
programs and to m~te suggestions to meet the current needs. 
. th '1 i " =. nh . ~ 10 In open~ng · e Co~~c~ Pres aent ~~se ower s~a: 
In considering t he changed circumstances by the 
length in life span, we must recognize older persons 
as ii1di vi duals .. not as a cl&Js , a.."la their: · ... : ide 
9 Shoc1t1 £1?.• cit., p . 94 . 
10Ibid. 
differences in needs, desires and capacities - .A 
great majority of older persons are capable of 
continuing their self-suffiency and usefulness to 
t .he community if given the opportunity. our task 
is to help in ensuring that these opportunities 
are provided. 
18 
The President listed the following areas as being areas in 
/ .wli1ch emphasis for improvement were needed: 
1. Preservation of physical and mental health, 
and rehabilitation 
2. Income maintenance 
3 •. Eny;>loyment and retirement 
4. Housing, living arrangements· and family 
relationships 
5 . Education 
6.. Civic participation 
7 • Recreation 
This Council was established not only to coordinate the 
programs of the various Federal departments, but to make 
the resources of the Federal government more available to 
all state and local organizations. 
Recently, there has been a rapid grO\rth in the for-
mation of old--age clubs and recreation centers. Most 
senior citizen centers remain open throughout the day and 
their programs are oriented to the desires of the group. 
In New York City there are about 60 clubs serving about 
7, 000 ·elder citizens plus 17 day centers for the senior 
citizen which serve about 6,000 persons. Private agencies 
handle the same type of program, leaning toward more group 
participation. The "Little House'' in Menlo Park, Acquatic 
Park and the Recreational Center for Older People in San 
Francisco, and the San Francisco Council of Churches 
11 projects are examples . 
The last few years have shown a rapid growth in 
recognition of community responaibility £or facilities , 
program, and personnel for senior citizen projects . Even 
with the ass'stance of the state m1d federal governments 
action must originate within the community. 
VI . HOUSING 
19 
Homes for the aged* hospitals, "retirement cities11 , 
agenC:l"• community, church, and family- oriented homes cover 
the common living arrangeme.n.t types of housing available to 
the senior citizen. 
Not too long ago a three-generation f'a&-rd.ly home 
1 2 
environment ~~ras not uncommon . Today, because of cultural 
changes this is not the case. Rather, it is the exceptior:r.. 
Homes are smaller and the l ow economic status o f the majority 
of seniors limits the types of housing within their reach • 
.Although it is COID.t.'1l.on belief ·that most seniors live in 
institutions, the truth is that 80 percent of all s niors 
live in households of some t:ype. ~..bout 70 percent live ..!..n 
ho:rr.es of their ov.rn. The problen. of housing for seniors is 
the provision of adequate facilities within their b1dget . 
11~iT ']l' ' t 228 32 n~ . ~ams, .22.• ~-I PP • - • 
12 Shock , .2£• cit., p . 58 . 
20 
The National Recreation .Association developed a survey in 
1961 which showed that elder citizens desire housing arraf'ge-
ments by themselves rather than with their children. The ' 
senior in our society does not wish to become a burden to 
the remainder of the family. 
The United States Housing Act of 1937 made it possible 
for the Federal Government to provide aid to housing for 
families of low income. Housing projects for all were con-
structed, yet, fe\'V seniors were admitted because of their 
age and the social "burdenu which they felt they presented. 
This was reversed, and now one finds projects which offer 
special f acilities which have been set aside for the use of 
the senior in the community. Many older persons desire to 
remain in the community in which they spent their working 
days. This tends to direct the housing problem straight to 
the community. 
The trend of housin9 £or senior citizens is away from 
the large institution as the "cold-rest home 11 structure and 
toward small apartments, cottages, small homes, and some 
larger units. By providing these types of dwellings, the 
senior once again finds himself in the "middle" of things 
- activities, work , educational institutions, home and 
family. 
21 
VII. OVERVIETil 
The basic needs of the Senior Citizen are simple 
and few in number. Food, shelter, companionship, love, and 
creativity are the basic needs. Although few in number~ 
the application is difficult . Trained staffs, coordinated 
programs; and facilities are lacking in most communities 
today. The senior should realize his potential and recog-
nize his value, and he must feel that he is needed . 
Through the application of group worl{ principles, 
the trained leader in a senior citizen club situation 
should be able to lead the participant toward a better 
understanding of himself and others. The senior citizen 
should experience a growing awareness of his role in 
society as an individual. 
CHAPTER III 
Trm HISTORY, ORGANIZATION, Al~D PHILOSOPHY 
OF THE SAN FRANCISCO COUNCIL OF CHURCHES SENIOR 
CITIZEN PROJECTS 
I. INTRODUCTION 
San Francisco has a population of 750,000 of which 
1 92,811, or 12.4 percent are persons aged 65 and over. 
Many of this group would benefit from social services. For 
many reasons, this group does not or is unable to make use 
of the traditional services which are available for their 
use. Many seniors are estranged from; or without relatives, 
and they have withdrawn to such a degree that both physical 
and mental deterioration has taken place much more rapidly 
than is necessary in the normal process of aging. For the 
most part, the senior has lost hope and has not made 
adequate arrangements for possible medical care. The 
senior may often no longer participate in the cormnunity or 
in employment to the degree which his actual abilities 
would permit. They deteriorate to the point where they need 
to be moved out of their individual living situations into 
1Research Department of the United Community Fund, 
1960. 
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rest homes or county hospitals. It is these persons that 
the San Francisco Council of Churches hopes to help the 
local churches reach through their Senior Citizen Projects. 
The local Church turns to the San Francisco Council of 
Churches for professional know-how. 
II. HISTORY 
The San Francisco Council of Churches now assists 
the maintenance of ten programs for senior citizens in ten 
local Churches. These Centers were organized and developed 
by the Supervisor for Services to Older .Adults on t:he Social 
Service Staff of the Council of C'hurches. Each Center is 
staffed by volunteers trained and supervised by the Super-
visor or other professionally trained personnel. 'l~e goal 
of the program is to help the local church to develop lay 
leadership in the field of aging. The Centers serve a non-
denominational interracial clientele drawn from the 
immediate neighborhood of each Church. Opening a Center 
involves negotiating with appropriately located churches to 
secure their commitment to provide space for the Center, 
material and equipment needed for the program, modest con-
struction necessary to make the space appropriate for Center 
activities, a'tld cooperation in the recruitment of volunteers 
and publicity for the Center. It also requires the training 
of volunteers, usually eight to t\"'elve in nwriber, in a four-
·~-
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month training program. This is followed by an extensive 
publicity program designed to reach the over-60 group in the 
vicinity of the Center. This is done through use of door-
knob hangers, posters, handbills, .radio and newspaper pub-
licity. 
The end goal of this program is to eventually involve 
the establishment of Senior Centers in many churches through-
out the city of San Francisco. Hundreds of volunteers will 
have been trained and thousands of Senior Citizens will have 
been served. 
In the beginning it was necessary to develop a feel-
ing of understanding and cooperation in the professional 
community. To achieve this, contacts were made with the 
following agencies to whom referrals of individual senior 
citizens would probably be made , and from whom referrals 
2 
most likely would be received. 
1. Family and Children • s Agency 
2. Chronic Illness Service Center 
3. Mount Zion Home Care Department 
4. Lutheran Welfare Service 
5 . Senior Counseling Department of the California 
State Department of Employment 
The Public Library of San Francisco was involved 
through contact with Mr. L. J. Clarke, Administrator of the 
Library, and Miss Anne M. Farrell, Community Representative 
2 Beatrice Schiffman, "San Francisco Council of 
Churches Senior Citizens Project Report to Foundation" 
(March 22; 1957) p. 1. (Mimeographed.) 
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on Problems o f Aging for the Library, i n developing 7ithin 
the Public Library a section containing the most i mportant 
literature i n the philosophy of aging and group \.·lOrk tech-
niques for the use o f vollliiteers and the community . In 
addition, a lib rary within the Social Servi ce Department of 
the San Francisco Council of Churches \vas set up with the 
most important liter ature in the field . 
Contacts were ~ade with representatives of occupa-
t~onal therapy to enlist their a id in training the volun-
teers in the craft skills -v.rhich t-1ere to b e used . Miss Joan 
Crawford, head of the Children's Hospital occupational 
Therapi stsr Miss Elizabeth Fuchs , head of Mills College 
Department of Occupational Therapy; and Miss Hope Duvenick 
of r-tount Zion Home Ca.re Depart ment of occupational Therapy 
\'.rere all anxious t o cooperat e in every possi b le manner, 
which inc. uded consultat:..on n setting up work- shops , 
teaching o£ volunteers, ~ld recruitin g of new volunteers . 
Through the aid of Hiss Fuchs ( l'i:rs. Robert Hol <le t. an \'las 
interested in t h e proqrart'i and trained the volunteers ·'=or 
fou r Cente rs on a volunt eer basis . 
III . ORGANIZATION AND PHILOSOPHY 
The phil osophy behind the Senior Citizen Projects is 
t o aid persons "t.lho have b ecome i.sol a t ed, to find t heir 
places in s oci e t y once again . The plan is to re- interest 
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them in ]~eeping adept at old sJ.:;ills , to learn ne ·· skills , and 
to malta nev: friendships . Since both mental a11d physical 
abilities deteriorate ·through disuse, it is especially impor-
t:ant to motivate the older perso.-z. to use thei r powers so 
that they remain better able to func tion . In the Center 
setting it is possible to aid these seniors to release 
talents v.'hi ch were latent . These talents include being able 
to relate, being able to adjust to housing and financial 
situations, ru1 to be able to cooperate 'Y'lith one's neighbors . 
The present day attitudes of employers , insurance 
COIT!Panies , and society in general maJ .. e it very difficult 
for the older person to continue to feel the respec·t of the 
community in their adva.'"lcing years . They are forced to 
retire at a time when work has frequently become their only 
interest , at a time "Vlhen eath ta:l es many friends and rela-
tives, leaving many gaps in their relationships ~~d time 
heavy on their hsnds. 
The goal of ·the Center is to help persons function 
by themselves, no mat·ter what t;he:±r ag.s. Freq_uen:tly, they 
need help in changing thei.r attitudes about themsel 'ires and 
society. Older persons fear t aki11g on responsi'oili ties 
3 because they do not understand their potentialities . Often 
thi s is because their families are overprotective. This 
3 Schiffman, Progr~n Director, San Francisco Council 
of Churches Senior Citizen Projects, r.tarch 11 , 19.57 . 
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attitude may hinder the growth experience which the senior 
may have. These older persons need places to go where they 
can make independent decisions about their participation. 
They need other young people to reflect their host.ilities 
upon where they will not be left with a feeling of guilt as 
when they let out their hostilities on their children. It 
is also possible to pinpoint serious problems among these 
persons. Referrals may then be made t o agencies where help 
can be obtained. Most older persons have tremendous inner 
resources. They need a setting in which they may unleash 
this potential. An activity center provides this type of 
framework in which new p atterns of living may evolve. 
All too frequently children encourage their parents 
t o move from their lifelong homes when they become old and 
when their health begins to waver . Frequently they encour-
age them to give up their work and come to live in comfort 
in the children's home or even in the children's city. This 
uprooting is extremely difficult for the parents who , in 
order to survive, sometimes try to wrap their entire lives 
around their children. Frictions begin to develop and 
either the child or parents, or b oth, go through very 
difficult expe riences. 
'· 
The techniques used in the centers by the volunteer 
! 
staff members , the minister, and the professionals are those 
of group work. Each center begins with the recruiting of 
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the persons who need the service and the recruiting of 
volunteers to help staff the program. It is . inq;>ortant to 
select volunteers 'l.vbo are mature persons, stable emotion-
ally and really interested in the volunteer work . !t is 
thought best for the volunteers to be between 30 and 50 
years of age because, to some degree, they replace the chil-
dren in the senior's eyes. 
The structure of the meetings w-ithin the Center is 
planned so as to meet the needs of the people participating. 
The program is broken into small interest groups of about 
ten seniors each with one or more volw1teers present in each 
group. Having activities broken into small groups causes a 
fine relationship to develop among those persons who have a 
common goal . At first, there is great impatience with one 
another's needs . But the good leader \!Till use the group 
interaction so that real tolerru1ce and respect for one an-
other Y..Jill develop . 
The entire group gets together for l unch . Group 
singing, folk dancing, and small interest groups follow~ 
This program has a. two-fold result. Both volunteers 
and senior citizens benefit to a great degree. The senio:~:s 
will build meaningful relationships with new frie.nds in the 
center and community to replace those friends lost to them 
by death. The seniors mi.ght decide to work on problems 
co1nmon to older per sons in the discussion area or the progra~. 
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They gradually begin to function again in their communities 
as they lose their growing interest in themselves and in 
isolation . 4 
IV. THE PILOT OPERATION 
5 Pilot Operation at Ha.t-nilton Methodist Church. The 
preliminary ork for the opening of the first Center began 
in February of 1957 ~~d ended in July of the s~ae year. At 
the first meeting there vvere seventy persons over 60 years 
of age, many over 80 , and at least three over 89 . ~~e meet-
ing appeared to be quite congenial an a large number of 
seniors 111ere involved i n small activity groups after a brief 
discussion. Fifteen persons participated in a discussion 
group on Wo ... ld Affairs. Other activity groups included 
·· veaving , leather work , ceramic pottery, and enamel jewelry. 
The immediate goal was one of making relationships first 
vli th the volunteers and then \'lith the peer group. .After 
lunch of sa.,.'ldwiches , coffee, tea, and cake, the group sang 
and follt danced. 
There were many persons of all races who \vere undecided 
about attending a program such as this 'l;lho g athered on the 
4 
roid. 
5 Schiffman, '~San Francisco Council of Churches Senior 
Citizens Project Report to Foundation {July 2, 1957) p. 1. 
(r.Umeographed . ) 
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sidewalk in group of one's and· two's waiting to be sure that 
they would be welcome. These persons were individually 
approached by members of the volunteer staff and were invited 
to enter the Center . Some of the membership carne from the 
Hamilton Methodist Church me nbership; some from the neighbor-
hood .Episcopal Church1 some from other denominations~ and 
some were unchurched. 
Preliminary Organization £! Program. The Church 
Board of Trustees and Pastoral Committee; as well as the 
minister, had to participate in all planning7 because this 
was their Center, and their outreach to the Community. The 
Hamilton Methodist Church supplied one volunteer; Trinity 
Methodist Church, one~ the Volunteer Bureau, two; Glide 
Memorial Methodist Church, one; and the Central Baptist 
Ch1lrch, one. At present, the local church assumes full 
responsibility for the recruitment of volunteers. Through 
the efforts of the President of the Northern California 
Occupational Therapy Society and the head of the Occupa-
tional Therapy Vepartment of Mills College, a volunteer to 
train the volunteers in arts and crafts was obtained. She 
was Mrs. Elizabeth E. Holdeman, who formerly taught occupa• 
tional therapy in the Graduate School at the University of 
Southern California. The training course followed the same 
direction as the philosophy and psychology of aging and 
group work techniques section of the course which was taught 
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by l-irs. Milton Schiffman. The occupational therapy theories 
are based upon involvement of persons who have become isolated 
because of i l ness , where as , the theori es are used in the 
Centers to involve persons vh10 have been isolated because o f 
age . A volunteer , Mr . Jack McKay , was obtained t o teach folk 
dancing through Mr . Lawton Harris of t he College (nor.ll University} 
of the Paci fic . In all, nine volunteers staffed the Center in 
the beginning . This meru"1t that every senior had some personal 
attent i on at each meeting and had the opportunity of relating 
t o several younger persons ~Jho understood anc1 accepted the 
senior. 
Development o~ Participation of Senior Cit i zens . The 
minister was involved \'lith the volunteers as were the seniors 
in the program. Mrs. l-111 ton Schiffman met ~1i th five Seni or 
Citizens from the church three times before the first meet -
ing and gradual ly added another from the community at l arge . 
As a direct result , the Seniors \~ere involved in the program 
before the first meeting . They provided the refres hments , 
staffed the entrance, greeted peopl e , and acted as hosts. 
As persons became involved in the program, they telephoned 
and dropped notes to many persons in the neighborhood, made 
warp for looms in weaving, and visi ted other seniors in the 
community to tell them about the Center . 
Development o£ Communi ty Part·· cip ation . The Boy 
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Scouts of the Harnil ton r1ethodist Church distributed 2, 500 
doorknob hangers in the i :n·nediate church area. The mlnister 
visited t 'l:-.renty stores t leave posters an.d brochures. The 
volunteers rang doorbells and talked with elder citizens in 
t he neighborhood to tell them that Hamilton Met~odist Church 
was opening its doors to everyone over 60 years of a re, 
regardless of religion, color, or creed. 
Brochures and posters were given t o the Public Wel -
fare Department of S an Francisco and t o t v..ro Social Security 
offices. Brochures were given t o the Visiting Nurses . 
Letters telling about the program were sent to the follov.r-
6 ing organizations and churches :: 
Canon Kip Community House 
Booker T. Washington Community Service Center 
Family and Children ' s Agency 
International Institute of San Francisco 
Home Care Service, r.1ount Zion Hospital 
Chronic Illness Service Center of San l''rancis co 
Department of Employment 
Uni t ed Bay Area Crusade 
California League for Nursing , Inc. 
San Francisco County Nurses ' Association, Inc . 
American Friends Service Committee 
Lutheran Welfare Service of Northern Californi a 
Telegraph Hil l Neighborhood Association 
Mission Cormnuni ty Center 
Howard Presbyterian Churdh 
All Saints Episcopal Church 
and to the following persons: 
6 . ~., p . 3. 
Mrs. RObert L. Holdeman 
Miss Elizabeth Fuchs, !Director, Occupational 
Therapy, -Mills College 
Miss Joan Crawford, Director, Occupational Therapy, 
Children's Hospital of San Francisco 
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As a result, the volunteers, because of all the pre-
liminary work, gained a strong feeling for one another and 
for the project. The churCh had developed a realization 
of its responsibility for the old persons in the community. 
Community-wide Results. As a result of the lack of 
the needed books for the volunteer training course in the 
San Francisco Library, Madera County, Fresno, Sacramento, 
Long Beach, and Los Angeles Libraries provided the needed 
literature. Mrs . Schiffman was asked by several organiza-
tions, churches and seminars to speak on various topics 
concerning the organization and their relationship and 
responsibility to the senior citizen in their community. 
Interest grew throughout the county and the Bay Area be-
cause of the work of Mrs . Schiffman and other professional 
persons. Not only did interest grow, but a realization of 
the basic issues of retirement and church fellowship, older 
adults, and isolation. 
V. OVERVI EW 
During the past seven years, ten city churChes have 
set out to experiment with serving older adults in their 
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neighborhoods with the goal of prevention of the deteriora-
tion in some and rehabilitation of others. Using the re-
ferral and supervisory services of the San Francisco Council 
o·f Churches, the churches served the seniors with trained 
d . d 7 an superv~se volunteers. 
The centers are staffed by eight to ten younger men 
and women who have been trained in understanding the psy-
chological, physical, and sociological reasons for isola-
tion in people. They have been taught group work techniques 
so that they can help people re-establish communication with 
others and begin to develop relationships which are meaning-
ful. Through this group work technique some persons 
returned to work~ some returned to their old community 
groups: some became interested in new groups: and all made 
ne\¥ friends. 
The Senior Citizen Centers are real tools in helping 
to reintegrate older adults into the community. They are 
oriented towards helping individuals identify and solve 
their problems so they can use their full potential. Par-
ticipation in the centers is limited to only one. There 
are no transfer privileges. This limit has proved very 
effective in helping people become involved with one another 
and become integrated into the community. All centers are 
7 . Ib~d. I p. 4 . 
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open from 10:00 A.M. to 3:00 P . r-1 . with the exception of 
Canon Kip Nei ghborhood House which is open from 10:00 .A.M. 
to 1:30 P.M. The fol lowing are the days and addresses of 
the Centers now in operation. The plan is to open three 
new centers by 1966. 
MONDAY: 
Canon Kip Neighborhood House, 8th Street at Natoma 
Street 
Temple Baptist Church, 3355 19th Avenue 
Old First Presbyterian Church, Sacramento Street off 
Van Ness Avenue 
WEllNESDAY: 
Hamilton Methodist Church, 1525 Waller Street 
Third Baptist Church, 1399 McAllister Street 
Lincoln Park Presbyterian Church, 31st Avenue and 
Clement Street 
THURSDAY: 
Grace Methodist Church, 21st Street and Capp Street 
Seventh Avenue Presbyterian Church, Bet ween Judah 
Street and Irving Street 
FRIDAY: 
Trinity Methodist Church, 16th Street and Market 
Street 
St. Mark's Lutheran Church, 1111 O'Farrell Street 
- . ___ ... 
VOLUNTEER ~EADERSHIP AND TRAINING 
I • INTRODUC'l'ION 
The success of the church's efforts should be 
measured in the growth of an elderly person's everyday 
satisfactions. Volunteer leaders need not only to develop 
their own skills, but to make use of other errployment and 
social service agencies by referrals for f urther help. 
Training courses have been conducted for volunteers drawn 
from the community and the local churches parti.cipating. 
As William A. Andersont an executive of the Social Service 
Department for the San Francisco Council of Churches, said, 
11 Those doing the training have been recruited from various 
disciplines. Volunteers will be helped t o understand what 
happens to people as they learn the teclL~iques of arts and 
crafts and as they participate in other group activiti.es .. " 1 
Each center evolves a.11d grows through constant evaluation 
c.nd re ... ev"aluation of the staff, facilities, and the program 
by persons involved in the program. Each volunteer goes 
through a training course and is ek-pected to dev·ote time to 
keep records, to attend regular in- service t :caining meet-
1 
William Anderson, Newsletter of the Gerontological 
Society, 4: 2, June, 1957. 
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ings , and to keep in contact with the seniors in the program. 
II. VOLUNTEER TRAINI NG 
The training course for t he volunteers was origin-
ally set up three times weekly from 9:00 A. M. to 3:00 P.M., 
now, the volunteers meet on the day of the week that the 
center is scheduled t o be open . This, in the eyes of the 
instructors, sets the pattern which the volunteers, as 
staff members , may follow. The course includes the phil -
osophy of aging, group work techniques , a~d arts a~d 
crafts. Since the focus o f the entire program is on what 
happens to the individual in the group, the approach of 
occupational therapy is used . The arts and crafts skill is 
used only as a tool in helping the individuals to make 
relationships, so that he may become a part of the group . 
The philosophy of the program is basically '\tlhat happens to 
each individual rather than to achieve p erfection in the 
specific skill area of the craft. The course runs for a 
period of eighteen sessions, the last four of which the 
volunteers are in contact with the seniors in their centers. 
There are fourteen training sessions in which the volun-
teers learn the principles and four sessions in whiCh the 
2 
volunteer applies the materials learned. 
2 
Schiffman, "San Francisco Council of Churches Senior 
Citizens Project Report to Foundation" (March 22, 1962) p .3. 
(Mimeographed.) 
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I I I. VOLUNTEERS ' COMMITMENTS 
The volunteers accept the premise that they will 
devote one day a week from 10: 00 A • .r4. to 3:00 P . M. in the 
center and then at least one hour each week in staff con-
ferences on the s ame day following t he center 's closing. 
This staff meeting provides an opportunit y for complete 
staff cooperation concerning referral s , recording techniques , 
and evaluations . Once a month volunteers meet in a session 
in which current literature i n the fi eld of aging is dis-
cussed, further in-service training is conducted , and 
speakers from other agencies are presented. These sessions 
offer a period of evaluation by the volunteers. The vol-
unteers spend considerable time following up on those 
seniors who are absent, who have special problems , or seem 
to need extra attention. They some times visit. in the home 
or in the hospital, and phone or write to absent members . 
Tviice a year a two- day training course is held at 
White ' s Retreat in Mill Valley, California. If possible, 
all volunteers from all centers attend for further train-
ing. l~nisters from each sponsoring church, professional 
staff members , and representatives from different community 
agencies ofte.n are in attendance.. The Family Service Agency, 
the Home Care Program, the Department of PUblic Welfare, 
the Department of Public Health , Public Housing, the Visit-
ing Nurses, and other public and voluntary agencies are a 
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s~lirig of the types of agencies which have participated 
in these training courses. 
IV. VOLUNTEER TRAINING COURSE CURRICULUM 
The objectives of the curriculum are t wofold. First, 
the objectives are to provide Senior Citizens an opportunity 
to learn new skills, to be creative, and to make meaningful 
personal relationships. And second, to train volunteers in 
group leadership principles and program skills necessary to 
attain the former. 
All materials and equipment are donated by the spon-
soring church or private and community agencies. The text-
books and reference materials are made available to the 
volunteers by the San Francisco Council of Churches, the 
San Francisco Public Library, private agencies, public 
agencies, and personal loans from the libraries of individ-
uals. The basic reading list, as compiled by Mrs. Milton 
Schiffman, includes the following: 
A. BOOKS 
Allport, Gordon W. Becoming: Basic Considera-
tion for ~Psychology of Personality. New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1955. 
Berry, Roger B. , tVi lma Donahue, and James Rae, 
Jr., (editors). Rehabilitation of the Older 
Worker. Ann Arbort University of Michigan 
Press, 1953 • 
. Donahue, Wilma, {ed.). Earning Opportunities for 
Older Workers. Ann Arbor: University of 
Press, 1955 . 
• Housing the Aging. Ann Arbor: Univer-
---s-:-it-:-y of Michigan Press , 1954. 
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• Use of Free Time. Ann Arbor: Univer-
-----s~i~ty or-Michigan Press , 1958. 
----~-' and Clark Tibbitts. (editors}. Planning 
the Older Years. Ann Arbor: University of 
Michigan Press, 1950 . 
, The New Frontiers of Aging . 
----~An~. -n-- Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 
1957 . 
Kaplan, Jerome. A Social Program for Older 
People. Minneapolis: University of Minnes ota 
Press, 1953. 
Lemkau, Paul V. "The Mental Hygiene of Aging. •• 
Public Health Reports, Vol . 67 , MarCh 1952, 
pp 237 - 41. . 
Lindsay, Anne w. Group Work Recording: Prin-
ciples and Practices . New York: American 
Book- Stratford Press, Inc., 1952. 
Maslow, A. H. Motivation~ Personality . New 
York: Harper Press , 1954 . 
Maves, Paul B., and J. Lennart Cedarlea£. Older 
People and the Church . Nashville: Abingdon-
Cokesbury Press, 1949 . 
Ryland, Gladys, and Gertrude 'Wilson. Social 
Group Work Practice. Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 1949 . 
Smith, Ethel Sabin. ~Dynamics of A9ing. Ne"'' 
York: w. w. Norton and Company, Inc., 1956 . 
Tibbitts, Clark. (editor). Living Through~ 
Older Years . Ann Arbor: University of 
Michigan Press, 1949. 
~ ittenberg, Rudolf M. So ~ Want to Help 
People. New York: .;Association Press, 1947 . 
The Art of Group Discipline. Ne\"1 
York: Association Press, 1951. 
B . PERIODICALS 
Aging. u. s . Department of Health, Education, 
and Welfare. Special Staff on Aging . Super-
intendent of Documents , u. s. Government 
Printing Office. Washington, D.C. (Monthly) . 
Maturity. California Citizens• Advisory Com-
mittee on Aging. Sacramento, California: 
Government ~rinting Office . (Quarterly) . 
The course is taught in the Center at t wo different 
times. During the times that seniors are present .in the 
Center, Units I, II, and Iri are presented, using the seniors 
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with the assistance of the group of volunteers present. 
During the periods when the seniors are not present at the 
centers, and when the volunteers are attending in- service 
training sessions, all units are pres~nted m1d related to 
the specific events of the day. The outline of the course 
as provided by i•lrs. !4ilto:n. Schiffman is as follmV's: 
Unit I - Arts o.nd Crafts ·-
1. Leather Tooll1.9 
a. Advantages and disadvantages from an occupa• 
tional point of vj_e'\'1. 
b. Equipment used. 
c. Designing and tracing. 
d.. Tooling. 
e . Err.bossing. 
f. Findings. 
g . J'.:.Jacing. 
h. Finishing . 
2. Copper Enameling 
a . Advantages and disadvantages from an occupa-
tional point of v·iew. 
b. Equipment used. 
c. Sequence of steps .. 
d. Designing. 
e. Propane Torch. 
f. Firebright Kiln. 
g. Large Kiln. 
h. Work with stencils. 
3,· Cerami cs. 
a. Advantages and disadvantages from an occupa-
tional point of view. 
b. Equipment used. 
c. Properties of clay and slip. 
d. Designing. 
e. Coil construction. 
f. Slab construction. 
g . Engobes. 
h. Glazes 
i. Firing. 
4. Weaving 
a. Advantages a..'l'ld disadvantages from an occupa-
tional point of view. 
b. Equipment used. 
c. Designing. 
d. Warping. 
e. Sleying and double sleying. 
f~ Milking and tying on. 
g. Weaving of Weft. 
h. Removal from loom. 
Unit II - Music 'fl1erapy 
1. Community Singing 
a. Choice of songs. 
b. Methods of teaching: 
{1} Basic parts 
( 2} Descants 
c. Methods of Leading: 
(1) ~~ythm Count 
{2) Stepping out melody 
{3) Phrasing 
(4) E.:x.-pression 
2. Movement and Rhythm Therapy 
a. Factors in selection of sequences: 
(1) Simplicity 
(2) Balance 
(3} Repetitiveness 
b. Methods of teaching: 
{1) Clap ~"'1.ythm 
( 2) Stamp Rhythm 
(3} Teach short sequence 
(4) "Stop" method 
(5) Combine sequences 
(6) Complete exercise to music 
Unit III - Leading Group Discussion 
1. People oriented not topic oriented . 
2. Techniques for starting discussions. 
3. Questioning techniques. 
4. Inportance of seating . 
4 2 
5. H~~dling people wh o attempt to ·dominate the group . 
6. liorking with hard of hearing. 
7. Handling feelings within the group . 
8 . Sub-summaries and Summaries. 
4.3 
Unit IV - Isolation as a problem of aging 
1. Contributing social causes. 
2. Contributing psychological causes. 
3. Physical causes. 
Unit V - Community Resources - Referral 
1. Family Service Agency. 
2. Chronic Illness Service Center. 
3. Mount Zion Home Care Department. 
4. Lutheran Welfare Service~ 
s. Senior Counseling Department b f the California 
State Department of Employment. 
6. Adult Guidance Center. 
7. San Francisco Hearing Society. 
8 . Ministers, Doctors, and Psychiatric Clinics. 
Unit VI - Group Work Techniques 
1. The Social Group Work Method. 
2. Group Discipline. 
3. Program planning and development. 
4. Analysis of Program Media. 
5 . Recording in Social Group Work Practice. 
Units III, !V, V, and VI are the more e :mphasized 
units . ~~ese sessions are taught throughout t h e course 
whereas Units I and II act as the tools by 'IIJhich the other 
units are achieved . The majority of time spent in the 
training sessions is spent on the last four units . 
V. OVERVIEW 
The minister of the sponsoring church s e rves an 
integral part of the prog ram. He participates in the train-
ing course and is at the Center when it is in s ession. 
Because the church has many meetings i n r e ligi ous instruc-
tion and on religious topics, this is not duplicated at the 
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Center. 
The local church itself makes many commitments. The 
most extensive of these is the eight t o ten volunteers to 
staff the program. The church also commits itself to pro-
vide the facilities for the program which may run between 
$700.00 and $600.00 t o supply the equipment or co1~lement 
the existing facilities if needed. The equipment includes 
craft supplies , mimeograph, materials, and a variable- speed 
record player as well as furnishing housing , utilitiesf and 
janitorial service. 
During 1962 over 60 volunteers, working in the nine 
church centers and one church.related Neighborhood House, 
contributed over 27,816 hours of volunteer service. Conser-
vatively estimated, at $2.50 per hour, the time on the job, 
including supervisory time, was worth $69 , 540 . 00 . 3 At 
present, this project of the San Francisco Council of 
Churches has trained and is now supervising 91 volunteers 
in ten different churches of five denominations. The vol-
unteers help to lead men and women out of the fear of 
isolation and into a feeling of renewed hope, being wanted, 
accepted, and loved. 
CHAPTER V 
PROG~1 AD~PTATION 
I • .ARTS AND CRAFTS 
Arts and Crafts offers areas of creative expression, 
individual achievement, ego satisfaction, social relation-
ships , and service to others . The arts and crafts activ-
ities -v1hich the local church, helped by the San Francisco 
Council of Churches, offers to the seniors in the Centers 
inc ude Ceramics , Copper Enameling, Leather Work, Painting, 
and Weaving . In each of these activities the senior is 
able to make something of use. A sense of true accomplish-
ment is felt by the senior as a project is completed. 
Although the philosophy is one of using the project ?!S a 
tool for interaction among seniors, the end result by 
which "relating" has tal~en place may be characterized by 
the following exampl e . A woman, 76 years of age, was asked 
by a friend to weave an afghan to be used as a gift for a 
Sister in a Catholic Order who \'las to celebrate her 75th 
year in that Order. For a two-month period the senior 
worked on the project . Others in the craft commented and 
gave advice. After completion, the j oy which shown through-
out the Center from giving and the pride which was shown by 
the senior who made the afghan - and the seniors who gave 
advice - made the Center a better place for that particular 
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day . Ho\rlever, the relationships that the woman experienced 
from that day on because of this one project were beneficial 
to herself and the other seniors in the Center . It was the 
person-to-person relationship which made this experience 
poss.ible. 
Ceramics offers an opportunity for the seniors to 
use their hands as does no other activity. Aggression, 
hostility, or something as simple as a chip on one's shoul-
der may be taken out by kneading clay or by wedging clay. 
By taking out feelings on an object without feelings , the 
senior is better able to cope with the home situation, an 
apartment manager , or a nagging spouse. The experimenta-
tion with various glazes and different teChniques o ften 
r esults in pieces of vJOrk in which the senior may express 
pride. Many tiles, or hot-plates, as well as other objects 
have been done quite nicely. 
Copper Enameling provi des the opportunity to create 
something within one activity p e r iod . The firing of the 
piece is a simple action which comes easy to many seniors. 
The result is most often a p iece which will be worn and 
admired during the lunch hou r . The craft may be as simple 
as desired or may be quite difficult . The results may 
range from a one-color pin to an artistically stenciled and 
swirled ashtray. These products are often given as presents 
by the seniors. 
-·· 
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Leather Work is also a pleasant outlet for emotions. 
The results, muCh like those of the other crafts, are items 
which nay be used by the senior both for personal use and 
for use as gifts . l-\s i n all crafts , the cost is minimal. 
If the senior cannot afford the item, it is underwritten. 
The project is not t h e pri ri ary concern. 
Paint ing , a s a craft , is undertaken only in those 
Centers in which there i s a volunteer qualified t o lead 
this ty~e of craft. At Trinity Methodist Chu rch painting 
is being done 1.-:hich enhal"lces the program. Under the leader -
ship present mro~y seniors are enjoying t his craft. Mru1y 
seniors, after participation in one activity for a short 
time, -v1ill find companionship vli thin the acti vi .... y group 
and will visit eJfuibi t s throughout San P'rancisco of activ-
ities similar in nature t the proj ects ~..vhi~"l they ha'ile bc;:en 
doing . Through the relationahips b uilt in t. e small activity 
sections many ;,·iQrt;hwhile co . anionships hav~ formed. 
At Hamil ton IJ!ethodist Church probably no o ther acti v -
ity has the participation as that of weaving . Under able 
leadership this group enjoys the craft and the feeling of 
companionship bec ause of 'che regular a-ctenc:ancE: for seven 
years of the volunteer . (There seems to be a d i rect re-
l ationship between the attendance of the ··ol unteGr a1'1.d the 
seniors in the craft area. } Many beau· iful pr:oj ects are 
starte out: ru: d f inished 'l.vith t h e assistance vf n t only 
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the volunteer but with the seniors• advice and cooperation. 
The most difficult facet of weaving for the senior is the 
setting up of the loom itself. Usually the volunteer or 
another senior assists in this phase of the activity. 
II. DISCUSSION 
The discussion group is an activity which is enjoyed 
by many seniors because it provides stimulation. Each 
senior has an opportunity to express his feelings, offer 
suggestions, and inject criticisms. The trend of the dis-
cussion topics has been toward the current worl d affairs. 
Occasionally, the topic has been one of local interest, 
that is, one whiCh affects the seniors and their neighbor-
hoods. An example of this would be the discussion concern-
ing the p aper s, newspaper s, and general disorder :.:lit in 
the streets and side~alks around the neighborhood by young-
sters who deliver papers. Each member o f the discussion 
group, f or the most part, spends time each d ay reading cur-
rent literature and newspapers in order to be able to play 
a signi£ic~1t role in t h e discuss ion group . Each s enior 
v-1ants to be a,.,are of the happenings around him and wants to 
be able to intelligently discuss them. 
Since the Church offers discussion groups in which 
the topics are essentially r eligious, the discuss ion groups 
in the Centers tend to stay away from this topic. The 
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discussion group is usually led by the Minister or another 
staff member . The goal of the activity is to involve each 
senior present in conversation and the relations which will 
develop naturally within the group. 
III. FOLK DANCE 
Folk Dancing is an area of great participation be-
cause of the activity itself and the universality of music. 
Music is a universal language. Through it, seniors are 
able to lift their spirits and feel 11 young•• once again. 
Similar to Community Singing, Folk Dancing owes its success 
to the leadership. The moods, likes, and dislikes of the 
leader are easily felt by the seniors. For this reason the 
importance of the attitudes of the leader toward the activ-
ity cannot be stressed too greatly. 
The folk dances themselves have been altered for the 
reason that most seniors are unable to function physically 
sufficiently in order to perform the dances as originally 
choreographed. Definite teaching progressions are necessary 
before the actual execution of the dances. For example, 
the leader woul d have the music playing while the seniors 
rested from the last dance: the seniors would form a circle 
and cl~ the rhythm: partners, if necessary for the dance, 
would be designatedr the dance w·ould be walked through, 
then danced. The directions for the dance must be repeated 
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each week in case the retention power of the seniors is 
li1nited. In the dances taught at the Centers o~e will find 
that the steps used will include walking, change of direc-
tion, and a~ occasional t wo-step. One will not find hopping, 
skipping, pas de basques, or other 11 athletic" dance steps. 
The dances used by the Centers have been adapted for 
seniors by Mr. Jack McKay . The positions of the hands have 
been altered because of the possibility of ·tiring the 
seniors . Hands are usually held at the sides in a line 
dance or in a skater • s position which t ends to balance the 
partners . The record itself is slowed down t o avoid undue 
tiring. The seniors throughout the Centers seem to enjoy 
all dances and the companionship which may develop from 
them. 
CHAPTER VI 
A TEST OF EFFECTIVENESS 
! • I NTRODUCTION 
The questionnaire which may be found in Appendix A 
was distributed to all volunteers presently serving with 
the Centers . Initially drawn up with the assistance of 
Mrs. Mi lton Schiffman and Mr. Jack McKay , the question-
naire was given to the volunteers during their monthly in-
service training sessions. A total of 91 were handed out, 
of which 38 were returned . 18 returns were f rom persons 
serving for a period o f one year or longer, 20 f rom per-
sons serving less than one year . It is the fo rmer whose 
results were used for evaluational purposes. 
The primary aim of the questionnaire was to attempt 
to determine the e f fectiveness of the program o f the San 
Francisco Council of Churches Senior Citizens Projects. 
The questionnaire was divided into t h ree sections: 
(1} Visible characteristics o f aging as seen by the volun-
teers; (2) Origin of membership of the Centers; (3} Areas 
of improvement or deterioration of seniors as seen by 
volunteers. 
The questionnaires were distributed by the profes-
sional staff in the program to the volunteer s in their 
- -·· 
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Centers. Both Mrs. Schiffman and Mr . McKay expressed t he 
feeling that the persons who had been in the p rogram for at 
least one year were better able to j udge, that these per-
sons had gone through t he t ~aining p rogra..."n, that persons 
not serving through a peri od of one year would not have the 
insight to recognize certain areas of i:rrprovement or deter-
i oration, and that the seniors involved often do not -· mprove 
or slow dm•m the deteriorat ·' on process for at _east one year, 
or 1.mtil they begin to make relationships "t.olhich are meani ng-
ful. ?or these r easons then , \•;·ill the results be used only 
of those persons \liTho have been in the prograr . for over one 
year . 
TI1e questionnaire bega~ with the statement •check 
t he percentage area which you believe applies to the major-
ity of seniors in you r craft area. " This l imited the num-
ber of sen i ors wi t h which the 'Vol -unt eer had to concern · him-
self. The voh.mtee r woul d f ind i t easier to evaluate t wo 
t o twelve persons rather tha7l consider the t ·tal mem."bersh ip 
of t he Center. By t his ;:-,1eans , an overall rate of i mprove-
ment could be seen. 
The length of service of the volunteers in the pro--
gram was checked next. The results could then b e divided 
into sections desired for evaluation . 
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II. CHARACTERISTICS OF AGING 
What percent of seniors exhibited the following character-
istics upon entering the program? 
Percentage: 0-20 21- 40 41-60 61 - 80 81 - 100 
Depression • . . . • • • . . 2 10 4 1 
Hostility • . . . . . . . . 6 8 2 1 
Loneliness • . . . . • . . . . 3 3 5 6 
Anxiety . . . • • . • . . . 5 8 2 1 1 
vli thdrawal • • . • . • . . . 12 2 2 
Housing Problems . • • . . . 10 2 2 1 
Sight Problems . . . . . . . 10 6 2 
Hearing Problems • . . . . . 4 6 5 1 1 
Speech Problems . . . . . . 15 
Physical Coordination 
Problems . • . . • • . . 14 4 
Limited Interest Span . . . 9 4 2 1 1 
Retention Limited . . . . . 5 2 2 3 
others: (Other Physical 
Disabilities) • . . . . 1 
The results of this section of the Test of Effective-
ness show that the seniors in the program are not particul-
arly different than others in similar programs. In a train-
ing session Mrs. Milton Schiffman stated that the seniors 
in this program tend to exhibit more deterioration initially, 
and tend to originate from a more troubled segment of the 
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city population . There tends to be a great i mproven,ent in 
slowing doWl1 the deterioration process after participa tion 
in the progrrun as is evidenc d by the r e s ults of ec . IV. 
Depression i s felt by all persons at one tiw~ or 
another , yet , for the senior, depression may become a way 
of life . Certainly, depression , loneliness , h osti l ity, 
withdra\ al , an- hous · ng problemz all tie in \; i ·ch one another . 
Th e senior in the pr ·gram is , io:r th most part , an isolate 
afr aid o f mru~ing new ru1d meanin f ul relationship~ . Th's is 
chay-act ri;.,:,ed by the high rating f' 1 nelin · S8 . The phys-
ica- det eriorat.:.on r ating i s a normal occurrence o ag·ing . 
All of the characteristics may have played a signi f -
icant role in the exatrp le of a -w·ol an in the program \'lho 
coul d not live in one apartment for over six months at a 
time . She constantly moved 1hen she first entered the pro-
gram. Lonely, de ressed, hostile, see tingl y afraia i. e:.. t rust 
anyone , she complainea of d:i s cri.mina tion by lan lords , man-
agers , and neighbors ,.,no consta."ltly 11 made noise;:;; to bother 
her and to keep h er a: ake" . After meaningful relat ionships 
were mal with othe_ seniors in the prograin this woman over-
came her pro.ble:rn of mob ' lity. 
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III. SOURCES OF MEMBERSHIP 
The menibersh · p originated fr01 the fo11 ·\1 ing s ources : 
Percentages: 0- 20 21 - 40 41 ... 60 61- 80 81-100 
Referral from other 
agencies . . . . . 
-
. . 7 1 1 1 
Sponsor'ng Church 
member . . . 0 . . . . . 8 3 2 
Friend of membe r or 
volunteer . . . • . . . 8 4 3 
Personal contact . . . . . • 8 4 1 
Response t o publicity . . • 1 l 4 5 
Doorknob Hangers . . . • 2 2 1 
Net'lsp aper s .. . . . . . . 2 4 
Radio .. . . . . . . . . 1 
Posters . . . . . • . • 1 3 1 1 
Other source: (sign at 
entrance) . ~ • . . ~ . . . l.. 
There seams to be a t.rend in distribution of me1riber-
ship ·throughout the city in which the l onger a Center's 
existance, the "vli der the distri bution. From the results of 
this secti on of the Test of Effectiveness, one cru, see that 
there is a f airly wi de cross-secti on of origin of member-
ship. As a center opens, certain publicity is obtained. 
Often r eferrals from agencies are welcomed into membersh ip. 
The l ocal church paper lis ts t he ne-vrs as does ·the neighbor-
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hood newspaper. Posters and doorknob hangers are distributed 
throughout the neighborhood by the Boy Scouts or other youth 
group of the church. The minister makes pastoral calls, and 
the volunteers are active in the neighborhood, all attempt-
ing to help reach the aged in their co~~unities. Continuous 
influx of new me1nbers brought in by old members rounds out 
the many sources of the membership of the program. 
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IV. .A.~AS OF IMPROVEME"JT 
After membership for at least one year , or the time you 
have been in t he program, the seniors have shovm the follow-
ing degree of improvement or deterioration: 
Percentage:0•20 21·40 41-60 61 - BO 81-100 
-
Sense of being able 
to budget finances 
Sense of being able 
to budget time . . . . 
Sense of housing 
security •• . . . 
Re-established old ties 
Joi ned new organizations •• 
Personal relationships 
devel oped with 
volunteers • • • • 
Personal relationships 
developed with 
seniors • • • • • 
Personal relationships 
developed with 
community ••••• 
Spiritual value system 
developed • • • • 
. . 
. . 
Philosophy of life 
re- developed • . . . . 
Deterioration • • • • . . . 
others: (reduction of 
hostility} •••• 
6 
3 
8 
5 
3 
1 
4 
9 
1 
2 2 2 
6 3 1 1 
1 4 2 
3 5 
5 1 2 
1 1 2 13 
2 9 5 
5 3 1 
4 1 3 1 
3 1 2 
2 
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Certainly, one cannot deny the 11.orma1 process of 
deterioration present in aging, but the results of this 
section of the Test of Effectiveness show a slm'ling down of 
this process . This is due to the relationships made, the 
sense of security developedf a~d the personal development 
experienced by the individual senior. The feeling of secur-
ity t'lhich is fel t by the seniors when they knm'l that the 
volunteer will be present each week at the Center is evi-
denced by the fact that there is a definite ratio of 
volunteer and senior attendance . If for some reason the 
volunteer is absent, unless told otherwise, the senior 
often blames himself for the absence of the voluntee.r and 
is apt not to return the following week. 
The volunteer.-.senior relationship which often 
develops is seen many times when the senior, sick , and 
afraid of death, calls the volunteer before he calls his 
own children. 
The progra."\1 offered in the Centers provides many 
opportunities for improvement or a slowing down of the 
deteri.oration process for many seniors . The first sign of 
development is shown when the senior, for the first time in 
mruly years, begins to relate with the volunteer , the other 
seniors in the Center, and to himself. This is the final 
goal of the program. 
CHAPTER VII 
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF SENIORS AND CENTERS 
I. INTRODUCTION 
San Francisco contains 92, 811 persons aged 65 and 
over, according to the 1960 Census. The San Francisco 
Council o f Churches is attempting to reach those persons 
'iho need assistance through the use of ten Centers through-
out the city . The Centers are located in the areas of 
greatest population density. The North- East quarter of 
San Francisco, the downtown section, contains approximately 
48,000 persons over 65 . Mrs . Milton Schiffman stated in an 
interview that seniors in this Inner City have mi grated 
there for many reasons, primarily so that they may remain 
anonymous there, away from family, friends, and any others 
who might see them in thei r age and deterioration. It is 
this person that the Council of Churches teaches the local 
Church how to reach. For this study, five Centers were 
chosen to illustrate the situation in San Fr ancisco. They 
are as follows: Temple Baptist Church, 3355 19th Avenue: 
Trinity Methodist Church, 16th Street and Market Street; 
Lincoln Parlt Presbyterian Church, 31st Avenue and Clement 
Street: Hamilton Methodist Church, 1525 Waller Street: and 
Grace Methodist Church, 21st Street and Capp Street. 
--·· 
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I I. THE CENTERS 
Ten~le Baptist Church draws its membership primarily 
from the South- West quarter of San Fran~iscu ru1d fi ve mem-
bers f rom the "downtownn area of the city . The seniors are 
unique at this Center, for they seem t o be fr01n a higher 
rent district than the memberships of other Centers . 
Trinity Methodist Church is in the center of the 
population density of San Francisco . Thi.s facet plus the 
fact that Trinity i s on a major transportat i on line 
accounts for the reas on Trinity has one of the larger mem-
berships of all Cent ers. The membership comes from all 
sections o f the city "'ith t he exception of ·the Richmond or 
Nort h - West quarter of the city. Its membership may be 
divi ded into t wo sections. One in the immediate area and 
along the transportation line, and another secti on of the 
South-West a rea o f the Sunset dist r ict which contains 13 
merribers . 
Lincoln Park Presbyterian Church contains the small-
est merribership. Being in the low density of population 
area. coupled vlit:h the fact that it is newl y opened, could 
account for this . Lincoln Park is in the r orth- vest area 
of san Francisco . 
I amil ton Methodist Church, the first of the Centers 
to open, is located in the center of the city near the 
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Golden Gate ParJ~' s Panhand e. Its membership comes from 
each section of the c·· ty. A large number come from the 
immediate area, the do\~to~m area, and the Sunset or South-
West area of the city. 
Grace .Methodist Chur ch has t he argest membership of 
of all Centers. It is _ocated in the heart of the r.ti.ssion 
district or the center of the e astern ha. f of San Francisco . 
Although tranoporta't ion is not as accessible as in other 
sections of the city, the me mbership is larg e in the ''South 
of !4arket" or l·'li ssion District. Also ara~1ing from the 
downtown area, Grace Methodist Church avera.ges 60 seniors 
in attendance each week. 
II I . OVERVIEW 
E ach Center's men:ibership list was copi ed and p lotted 
on a larg e scale map o f San Francisco.. Each Center ·was 
plotted in a different color so that differentiation was 
made possible. From this map the s maller ones which a:r·e 
located in the Appendix B ~ere made . 
Seniors cannot transfer t heir members i p . ~his 
accounts for the v i de distribution of Centers l ike Hantil t on 
Methodist Church and Templ e Baptist Church. It - i as found 
that seniors having movec out of the community often, after 
having made relationships 11i th others in a Center, move 
bacl~ into their old neighborhoods . It was also found that 
that the membership tends to fall along the major public 
transportation lines throughout the city. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
The study of ag i ng was not prompted by idle curiosity, 
but .rather, out of a rec-::>gni t.:.on that the United States -v.ras 
deve .. oping a sizeable p opulation o f older people , that they 
had u!lique problems a.11d · nterests , and that very little was 
really kno~~ about them as a roup . 
There is a basic human need for creativit y and recre-
a tional activity which i s universal for the senior citizen 
as it is for persons of all ages. There are facilities and 
g1.1idance within the e asy reach of every senior citizen. 
Through t he application of group work princip les , the 
trained leader i11. a senior cit:izen club situation shoul d be 
able t o lead the participant t oward a b e t t er understanding 
of hi:::nsel.f and other~=:. The senior citizen should exper-
ience a grow '.n awareness of his rol e in society as an 
i ndivid 1. 
Sm1 Francisco has a population of 7 50, 000 of which 
12. 4 percent are persons aged 65 or over . I t is these 
p ersons , ma.'l'ly of which are i s ol utes , that the Sa.'1. Francisco 
Council o f Churches hopes t o help local churches t o reach . 
The philosophy behin · the Se1ior Citizen. Projects is to aid 
persons who have become isolated to find their places in 
society once again~ In the Center setting it i~ possible 
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to aid these seniors to release talents which had become 
latent. These talents include being able to relate, being 
able t o adjust to housing and financial situations , and to 
be able to cooperate and relate with one's neighbors and 
community. The preliminary work for the opening of the 
first Center began in February of 1957 and ended in July 
of the same year . Since that time nine other Centers have 
begun to set out to experiment with serving older adults 
in their neighborhoods with the ideal of prevention of the 
deterioration in some and rehabilitation of others . Using 
the referr al and supervisory services of the San Francisco 
Council of Churches, the Centers served the seniors with 
trained and supervised volunteers taught by trained social 
workers . 
The volunteers serving have been dra~~1 from various 
disciplines. They are instructed by professional persons 
in how to understand what happens to persons as they age, 
hm.v to work with these persons , and how to relate to them. 1 
The volunteers help to lead men and women out of the f~ar 
of isolation and into a feeling of renewed hope, being 
wanted,. accepted, and loved. 
Al l areas of program are simply tools b y which the 
volunteer assists the development of the senior. Folk 
1Schiffman, usan Francisco Council of Churches Senior 
Citizen Projects Report to Foundation". O•Iarch 22, 1962} 
p. 3. (Mimeographed. ) 
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Dancing, Community Singing, Discussion periods, and Arts and 
Crafts offer areas used in the Centers to achieve the 
desirable .. relatedness". 
The senior citizen must be recognized as an individ-
ual and not as a second-class citizen. The great majority 
of the older persons are capable of continuing their self-
sufficiency and usefulness to the community if given the 
opportunity. Our task is to help in ensuring that these 
opportunities are provided. 
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A TEST OF EFFECTI~~ESS 
I nstructions: Check the percentage area whi ch you believe 
applies to t he majority of seniors in your craft area. 
How l ong h ave you been in the program? 
What percent of seniors a i bited the following character-
istics upon entering· the program? 
Percent age: 0-20 21 - 40 41 -60 61 - 80 81-100 
Depression • . • . . . . . 
Hostility . . . . . . . . 
Loneliness • . • . .. . . . 
Anxiety. . . • . . . . . . 
vvithdrawal . • • . . • . . 
Hou.sing Problem . . .. . • 
Sigh · p oblems . . . . . . 
Hearing Problems . . .. . . 
Speech p oblems . . . . . 
Physical Coordination 
Problems . . . . . . . 
Limited Int.erest Span. . . 
Retention Limited • . . . 
Others: . • • . . • • . • 
. --
- ~ ---- -·! 
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The membership originated from the following sources: 
Percentages: 0-20 21-40 41-60 61~80 81-100 
Referral from other 
agencies . . . . • . . 
Sponsoring Church 
member . • • . . ·• . . 
Friend of meniber or 
volunteer . . . . . . 
Personal contact . . . ..., . . 
Response to publicity. • • 
Doorknob Hangers • . . 
Ne\.'lspapers . . . • • . 
Radio . . . . . • .. . 
Posters. •· . . . . . . 
Other source . . • " .. . . 
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After me~ership for at least one year, or the time you 
have been in the program, the seniors have shown the follow-
ing d egree of improvement or deterioration~ 
Percentage: 0 -20 21~40 41 - 60 61 - 80 81-100 
Sense of being able to 
budget finances • . • . 
Sense of being able to 
budget time • . • . . . 
Sense of housing 
security . . . . • . . 
Re-es~cablished old ties • . 
Joined new organizations. . 
Personal rel ationships 
deve loped wit:h 
volunb=ers . . . . . . . 
Pers al rel ationships 
d eveloped with 
sen ors . . . . . . • . 
Spir itual valu sy te. 
developed . ... • . . . 
Philosophy of li fe 
re- devel oped. . . . . . 
Deteriox-aticn • . . . . . . 
Others: • . • . . . . . . • 
APPENDIX B 
GEOGRAPIUCAL DISTRIBUTION 
OF SEUIORS AN'D CENTERS 
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Figures: Population o f persons ag ed 65 and over f o r each 
Census Tract accord~ng t o the 196 Census. 
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